A tripartite tricarboxylate transporter (MIM_c39170-MIM_c39210) of Advenella mimigardefordensis DPN7T is involved in citrate uptake.
To date, tripartite tricarboxylate transport (TTT) systems are not well characterized in most organisms. To investigate which carbon sources are transported by the TTT system of A. mimigardefordensis DPN7T, single deletion mutants were generated lacking either completely both sets of genes encoding for these transport systems tctABCDE1 and tctABDE2 in the organism or the two genes encoding for the regulatory components of the third chosen TTT system, tctDE3. Deletion of tctABCDE1 (MIM_c39170-MIM_c39210) in Advenella mimigardefordensis strain DPN7T led to inhibition of growth of the cells with citrate indicating that TctABCDE1 is the transport system for the uptake of citrate. Because of the negative phenotype, it was concluded that this deletion cannot be substituted by other transporters encoded in the genome of strain DPN7T. A triple deletion mutant of A. mimigardefordensis lacking both complete TTT transport systems and the regulatory components of the third chosen system (ΔTctABCDE1 ΔTctABDE2 ΔTctDE3) showed a leaky growth with α-ketoglutarate in comparison with the wild type. The other investigated TTT (TctABDE3, MIM_c17190-MIM_c17220) is most probably involved in the transport of α-ketoglutarate. Additionally, thermoshift assays with TctC1 (MIM_c39190) showed a significant shift in the melting temperature of the protein in the presence of citrate whereas no shift occurred with α-ketoglutarate. A dissociation constant Kd for citrate of 41.7 μM was determined. Furthermore, alternative α-ketoglutarate transport was investigated via in silico analysis.